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*George Washington Papers, Series 4, General Correspondence: George Washington, Genealogy Chart. 1753.*
18th c. British American Genealogical Profusion
“Table of Descents” from Blackstone’s Analysis (London, 1758) and Commentaries (Philadelphia, 1803)
“Table of Consanguinity” from John Grimke, The Duty of Executors and Administrators (New York, 1797).
Godwin Account Book, c 1740-1780.
(Brock Collection, Huntington Library),
• Jane Jefferson’s Family Record; TJeff LeCB; TJeff Prayer Book Family Record; TJeff “Farm Book”
Where is ORCID in the Humanities Research Cycle?

Seminars where work is shared:

“Ocean of Kin: Trafficking TransAtlantic Genealogies in 18th Century British America,” for the NYU Atlantic Workshop, October 2, 2018; and Festschrift for Toby Ditz, Johns Hopkins University, October 27, 2018.

Grant awards:


Publications not in the scholarly comms universe:

“George Washington Inherits the Future,” Smithsonian, May 2019